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ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEW

Andrew Hadley is a managing director in FTI Consulting’s 
financial services practice. Based in London, he has over 25 years 
of experience in both over-the-counter (OTC) and exchange-traded 
markets. He has worked with clients on Know Your Customer 
(KYC) and anti-money laundering (AML) reviews and remediation 
exercises and has assisted in reviewing governance structures 
overseeing financial crime. He has also provided reviews of 
transaction monitoring governance and has assisted a trade 
association in drafting a suite of policies in preparation for the 
second Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID II)/
Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR).
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R&C: In your experience, what types of 
wholesale market firms can benefit from 
improving their anti-money laundering 
(AML) and counter terrorist financing 
(CTF) systems? What kind of design and 
testing work might this entail?

Hadley: It is now over 12 months since the 

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) issued its ‘Dear 

CEO Letter’ to wholesale market broking firms and 

nearly a year since its ‘Understanding the Money 

Laundering Risks in the Capital Markets’. As a 

result, all wholesale market participants are under 

continued and increased regulatory scrutiny, so 

that both buy side and sell side firms can benefit 

from enhancing their anti-money laundering (AML) 

and counter terrorist financing (CTF) systems. In 

the meantime, the regulator continues to conduct 

further work to follow-up on the findings of its 

capital markets thematic review. Institutions need to 

ensure they can demonstrate they are conducting 

an annual financial crime business-wide risk 

assessment – of which AML and CTF are key parts 

– to allow them to identify the risks they are facing, 

particularly any new emerging risks. From this 

key starting point, firms can ensure they have the 

correct governance structure in place to oversee 

the mitigation of risks, maintain a record of controls 

in place, including an assessment of their strength, 

and implement appropriate policies, procedures and 

processes. Financial institutions can then produce 

focused, quality management information to 

illustrate the scale and types of risk they are facing 

and can see whether the controls are working.

R&C: Could you describe some of the 
common gaps or shortcomings that 
you have seen in AML/CTF governance 
arrangements?

Hadley: A common theme is allocation of the 

ownership of financial crime risks – including 

those arising from money laundering (ML) and 

terrorist financing (TF) – within an institution 

between the first and second lines of defence. 

Instances have been observed where either the 

ownership effectively resides in the second line 

or a firm has been unable to clearly demonstrate 

that ownership belongs with the first line. Linked to 

such scenarios are examples of ML and TF issues 

not being recorded as having been assessed and 

reviewed appropriately by a board or its underlying 

committees. The regulatory expectation is that 

compliance’s role should be providing assurance 

regarding work for which the first line is responsible. 

This has therefore necessitated work being carried 

out to update terms of reference to ensure this is 

remedied. The unintended consequences of both 

of these scenarios is that the escalation of ML 

and TF matters to the board is not of the quality 

expected by the regulator and issues are therefore 

not addressed. It is essential, therefore, for a firm 
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to be able to articulate clearly both the role of each 

forum within its governance structure and that the 

members or attendees of each forum are aware of 

and discharging their responsibilities with regard to 

mitigating ML and TF risks.

R&C: To what extent are there common 
themes in relation to the financial crime 
frameworks adopted by wholesale 
market firms?

Hadley: Some firms have needed to better 

document their ML and TF policies, procedures 

and processes within any overarching financial 

crime framework to ensure they are appropriate in 

terms of scope and procedures and processes. For 

example, institutions will often have documentation 

in place to cover the onboarding of clients and 

the performing of periodic reviews, but in terms 

of scope these may not reference trigger event 

reviews or off-boarding. The FCA will expect firms to 

have assessed appropriate time frames to offboard 

clients where interaction has ceased. We have also 

observed some firms struggling with documentation 

governance issues where ownership of a policy or 

procedure is either not recorded or is allocated to 

compliance by default. A lack of allocated ownership 

more often than not results in such documentation 

not being regularly reviewed, so in turn making it 

more difficult for a firm to demonstrate that a policy 

or procedure remains appropriate to mitigate the 

risks faced by the business.

R&C: What challenges have firms 
faced when conducting financial crime 
business-wide risk assessments?

Hadley: The challenges have ranged from these 

either not being performed at all or not being 

carried out in a way which stands up to regulatory 

scrutiny. Best practice requires a firm to ensure 

that the risk assessment is performed annually 

and separately by identified parts of the business 

to ensure all financial crime risks are assessed 

and recorded. Some institutions have struggled to 

either carry out the assessment annually or have 

implemented a single review across the entire 

business. Other institutions have not ensured the 

structure for identifying and recording risks is 

aligned to the firm’s overarching risk taxonomy, 

resulting in risks not being mapped to existing 

groups. A common theme, once again, is ownership 

of this process by the first line of defence. Firms are 

often unable to clearly demonstrate ownership by 

the first line, particularly where the process quite 

obviously has been performed by compliance or risk 

functions in the second line of defence. Other issues 

we have seen relate to controls. Firms will often 

record controls in place to mitigate ML and TF risks 

but then fail to allocate ownership of them within 

the first line of defence. The strength of a control 
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used by firms is also often subject to criticism where 

an institution has not documented a methodology 

for testing controls and set out the basis for arriving 

at a score to support the allocated rating.

R&C: What weaknesses exist 
in firms’ client or customer risk 
assessment models?

Hadley: Key weaknesses which 

have been observed often relate to the 

methodology used. Some institutions 

either have not had any methodology in 

place or it is poor quality and does not 

stand up to scrutiny. Other examples 

seen are where there is a methodology 

in place, but it is not followed, for 

example where a decision is made with regard to 

a client or counterparty which appears contrary 

to policy but with no documented explanation or 

approval. Methodologies of course evolve over time 

but on occasion we have seen firms struggle to 

ensure existing files are reviewed using the latest 

standards in a timely manner. Another common gap 

is where the only factors assessed tend to be the 

jurisdictional risk associated with the geographic 

location from where a client or counterparty is 

operating, and product risk. Institutions need to 

show that their scope of assessment also includes 

taking into account ML and TF risks arising from the 

different types of entities they have relationships 

with, the industries they operate in – for example a 

commodities trader as opposed to a fund manager 

– delivery channel and the presence of politically 

exposed persons (PEPs). Firms must also ensure 

that where required, all ultimate beneficial owners 

(UBOs) and intermediate beneficial owners (IBOs) 

are both identified and verified, and locations linked 

to these parties are included in any jurisdictional 

risk assessments. Some institutions also struggle 

to show they have procedures describing the 

circumstances in which they are required to 

identify both source of funds and source of 

wealth, for which parties, and how to carry out any 

assessment.

Andrew Hadley,
FTI Consulting

“Some institutions either have not 
had any methodology in place or it is 
poor quality and does not stand up to 
scrutiny.”
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R&C: Could you highlight any 
overarching themes in relation to 
sanctions screening, politically exposed 
persons (PEPs) and adverse media?

Hadley: The main themes with regard to 

screening are scope, methodology, frequency, and 

the discounting of potential hits and escalations. 

Firms must ensure the universe of names to be 

screened is complete, taking into account the client’s 

name, the names of key controllers, IBOs and UBOs 

– including former names and trading names and 

aliases – and that the processes for identifying these 

parties and for performing screening to identify 

similarly spelt names are documented. A specific 

challenge for institutions from regulators is to justify 

the frequency with which names are screened. 

This has led to more firms exploring using external 

continuous screening solutions. Institutions must 

also ensure they have documented procedures and 

processes setting out the scripts used in adverse 

media searches and for a risk-based approach to 

reviewing potential matches, particularly where large 

numbers are returned. These also need to ensure 

there is a consistent approach to the discounting 

of potential hits for all types of screening and, most 

importantly, the scenarios where and how hits which 

cannot be discounted are escalated, and how such 

escalations are in turn assessed.

R&C: What issues tend to arise for 
wholesale market firms when it comes 
to monitoring transactions for AML/CTF 
purposes?

Hadley: Demonstrating the robustness of ML and 

TF transaction monitoring to regulators has often 

been problematic for many wholesale market firms 

as they are sometimes compared to more complex 

financial institutions. Those that do not offer custody, 

clearing or settlement services are not ‘gatekeepers’ 

with regard to enabling access to the financial 

system but receive payments using funds already 

in the system. Such firms therefore need to develop 

a solution which is proportionate by focusing on 

the use of existing resources to identify unusual 

or suspicious transactions and ensuring their 

investigation procedures include an assessment of 

any flagged trades that are indicative of potential 

ML or TF activity. They also should document any 

findings in associated closure or escalation rationale. 

In addition, institutions must ensure they record an 

analysis of client activity in any review or file refresh. 

This can be enhanced as shown by firms where 

monitoring teams are asked to provide data covering 

the number of alerts generated by a client over a 

particular time frame, which is then assessed.

R&C: Have you identified any critical 
gaps in the management information 
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being produced by wholesale market 
firms?

Hadley: There are three interlinked themes 

identified with regard to management information 

(MI) related to ML and TF: the amount of MI being 

generated, quality and audience. Some institutions 

are caught in a regulatory no-man’s land between 

the fear of not being able to demonstrate MI is being 

produced and the scope of MI being too narrow. 

While this may also have been fuelled historically by 

an occasionally overzealous approach from some 

supervisors with regard to MI, the focus is now very 

much on quality and appropriateness. Different 

audiences require different types and amounts of 

information. Best practice has seen firms document 

what financial crime MI, including ML and TF, is being 

produced and its purpose. This is then mapped to a 

list of audiences leading to a tiered approach. This 

begins with a very detailed monthly report to the 

money laundering reporting officer (MLRO), from 

which the scope of data is finessed at each stage 

to produce quarterly reports for the fora within 

an institution’s governance structure, such as the 

compliance committee, the executive committee, the 

risk committee and the board – by doing so, allowing 

each to demonstrate it is receiving the MI required to 

discharge it responsibilities.

R&C: What challenges do wholesale 
market firms face when designing and 
delivering training to staff?

Hadley: The challenges faced by firms with regard 

to ML and TF training stem from their approach, 

focus, delivery, frequency and record keeping. 

Firms following best practice have conducted an 

ML/TF training needs assessment, often as part of 

an exercise covering financial crime as a whole. 

This allows them to divide staff into different risk-

facing segments and then ensure training modules 

are designed to cater for the various audiences. 

This is often structured along the different lines of 

defence, but recognising different roles played by 

the front office compared to the client onboarding 

team, for example. Firms delivering generic, one size 

fits all training will, more often than not, struggle 

to convince a regulator that the material being 

delivered is fit for purpose for the institution as a 

whole. Firms that adopt a mixture or both computer-

based learning and face-to-face delivery are also 

seen to be following best practice, as are those 

that ensure staff receive training at least annually. 

Keeping records of both modules delivered and 

attendance by staff are also key, with the latter 

now expected to be used as part of any conduct 

assessment and ongoing fitness and propriety.  RC&  


